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OIG IS S U E S  FR A U D  ALERT  CO N C E R N I N G  RENTA L  O F  SPA C E  I N  PH Y S I C I A N ’ S  OF F I C E S

As part of its continuing series of Special
Fraud Alerts highlighting its views about
potentially abusive arrangements under the
federal Antikickback Statute, the Office of
Inspector General (“OIG”) has recently
issued a new Fraud Alert entitled “Rental of
Space in Physician Offices by Persons or Entities
to which Physicians Refer.”  This Fraud Alert
focuses on durable medical equipment,
diagnostic testing and other health care
service suppliers who lease space from
physicians who, in turn, refer patients to the
suppliers.  Although the Fraud Alert
focuses on physician-as-landlord/supplier-
as-tenant relationships, the principles
described in the Fraud Alert can easily be
applied to any rental arrangement in which
the parties refer Medicare or Medicaid
patients to each other.

According to the Fraud Alert, the OIG has
become aware of rental payments that it
believes are actually “disguised kickbacks” to
induce referrals from the physician/
landlords.  “We have received numerous
credible reports that in many cases,
suppliers, whose business depend on
physicians’ referrals, offer and pay ‘rents’—
either voluntarily or in response to
physicians’ requests—that are either
unnecessary or in excess of the fair market
value for the space to access the physicians’
potential referrals.”

In light of these reports, the Fraud Alert
sets forth three “questionable features”
which  may subject a rental arrangement to
the OIG’s scrutiny:

• Appropriateness of the Rental
Agreements.  As a threshold inquiry,
the OIG will look to whether payment

of rent was appropriate at all.  The OIG
will view as suspicious any rent
payments for space traditionally
provided free or for a nominal charge.
In this regard, the OIG noted that
“payments for rent of consignment
closets in physicians’ offices are suspect.”

• Rental. According to the OIG, rental
amounts should be limited to fair
market value, be fixed in advance and
not take into account, directly or
indirectly, the volume or value of
referrals or other business generated
between the parties.  Suspect rental
amounts include: subleases that exceed
the rental in the primary lease; rental
amounts subject to modification more
often than annually; hourly rental in
which the number of hours is set on an
“as needed” basis; and rental paid only
if there are a certain number of referrals
or the receipt of federal health care
program reimbursement by the supplier.

• Time and Space Considerations. The
Fraud Alert also states that renting space
in excess of  a supplier’s need creates a
presumption that the payments are “a
pretext for giving money to physicians
for referrals.”  Examples of suspect
arrangements in this category include
rental amounts for space that is
unnecessary or not used (e.g., where
calculation of rental payment is based on
square footage of an entire office when
only a small portion is required); rental
amounts for time when the rented space
is not in use by the supplier (e.g., where
supplier’s business requires space for
only four hours per day, but calculation
of rental amount is based on an eight-

hour day); and non-exclusive occupancy
of the rented portion of the space (e.g.,
where a therapist does not need to rent
space, because nature of work involves
moving from exam room to exam
room to treat patients who have just
been seen by the physician).

In describing appropriate lease
arrangements, the OIG notes that rental
payments may have three components: (1)
exclusive office space; (2) interior office
common space; and (3) building common
space.   According to the Fraud Alert, each
component must be prorated to ensure that
the rent charged by the physician relates
specifically to the space used by the tenant
and the duration of  the tenant’s use.

While OIG’s cautions about unnecessary
and above-market-value leases seem
appropriate (and obvious), some of the
warnings contained in this Fraud Alert, if
taken literally, would require healthcare
landlords and tenants to engage in a level of
scrutiny and caution that goes beyond
typical, commercial real estate practices.
Where structured properly, time-share
rentals and other non-exclusive use should
not be prohibited.  Nor does it seem
necessary to prorate usage specifically among
usable and common space, provided that
the overall rent for the premises is set to
market.

Perhaps one of the most significant lessons
from this Fraud Alert is the caution as to
rental of unneeded space from a referral
source.  This can occur in many different
contexts.  For example, where a hospital
may master lease a physician developed or
owned medical office building, the Fraud
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Alert provides a notice that the hospital
should be prepared to justify its role in
strictly commercial terms, and if it is
unable to do so, the OIG will be expected
to take the position that the hospital’s role
is intended as a risk-reducing benefit to
referring physicians.  This will be especially
so if the medical office building is not
fully occupied, and the hospital therefore
absorbs the rental for the unused space.

Another point worthy of  note is OIG’s
observation that primary and sublease

rents must not differ.  Obviously, there is
a potential for abuse in these situations;
for example, when a specialist subleases
space to a referring primary physician at
below the rental rate in the primary lease.
However, many of these leases may be
entirely legitimate.  Leases and subleases
are often entered at different times under
different market conditions, and the
sublessor’s business may have changed,
creating unused space for which some rent
is preferable to having it sit empty.

Regardless of the merits of each of the
issues addressed, this Fraud Alert signals
that the OIG is becoming more attentive to
rental arrangements, and is likely to subject
them to a higher level of scrutiny in the
future.

For more information relating to this topic,
or for a copy of this Alert, contact Kenneth
J. Yood at Paul, Hastings, Janofsky &
Walker’s Los Angeles office at (213) 683-
6000, or via e-mail, kjyood@phjw.com; or
Carol A. Kelley in the Washington, D.C.
office at (202) 508-9500, or via e-mail,
cakel ley@phjw.com.
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